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Abridged

Description:
A study of the ethical foundations for sound decision making in management with a focus on how managers incorporate ethical values into corporate governance and strategy to benefit all of society. A special emphasis will be placed on biblical ethics and its influence on managerial decisions.

Course Objectives:
After completing this course the student will be able to:

1. Discuss ethical issues facing managers and supervisors in the modern business world.
2. Demonstrate applied learning by applying ethical theories to the case studies in this course and thus be more capable of recognizing ethical dilemmas in work settings.
3. Suggest what an ethical business dilemma is, how the dilemma came to be, and the possible outcomes for the dilemma.
4. Demonstrate the ability to take an ethical position on a controversial issue and be able to defend your position.
5. Understand and demonstrate how good ethical decision making strengthens an organization and leads to profits.

Textbook:
TBD

Grading:
TBD
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